
Introduction to Guiding Documents for Advisors
Link to Advisors Intro Video: http://youtu.be/Hy-tMP4UU8U

Link to Doc: https://docs.google.com/document/d/165wlYC7hhYAB28BMczLTCrye6rmDNLmKU3ZfQw7GIl8/edit?usp=sharing

As an Advisor to the Unity Network, its leaders, and associated organizations and 
projects, it is important that you know the foundational principles and vision of the 
Network and the foundational guiding documents including The Comprehensive Plan for 
Humanity’s Evolution.  This includes a variety of projects, that you will be helping to 
prioritize, as well as the methodology, strategies, and systems that make up the 
framework of our network.  It is important to spend the time to learn the basic strategies 
that we will be working with, and ensuring that your personal strategies, values, and 
principles align enough to be a valuable advisor to our network.  If your strategic 
perspective is not a good fit, that doesn’t mean we don’t want you to continue to advise 
and work within our network, but that you may be better adviser by supporting a single, 
or small group, of organizations or projects.  

Our goal in having direct empowered advisors within the top levels of our leadership as 
a network to better enact the existing systems, policies, strategies, and goals by helping 
prioritize and plan.  It is important for top level advisors to not engage in repetitive 
debate or arguments in regards to the existing strategies, values, and goals of the 
network as it is presented.  If you personally do not agree with a particular strategy, 
value, or goal, but still want to be directly involved in top level advising, simply 
acknowledge your conflict of interest, state your perspective and document your 
suggested alternative(s) once, and withhold yourself from commenting and engaging on 
that particular issue unless/until it comes up within decision making as a topic of 
discussion, if our community as a whole is interested in updating that particular strategy, 
value, or goal.  If at anytime the leadership of our network feels that there is a personal 
perspective of an advisor that reduces the value of their advice, we will require that 
advisor to have to speak through a proxy at advisor meetings.  Anyone can listen in on 
meetings, or view recordings/notes.  Additionally our highest level advisory group, the 
Unity Advisory Network, is publicly open for anyone to join, and all board level decisions 
will be available to directly vote on for all advisors in the network. 

Because it is so important to us that we have advisors who are in alignment with our 
strategies, principles, values, and systems, we want to make all of the information 
regarding our guiding documents available to you to view and make your own decision 
based on your research.  There is no question that you yourself may think there is a 
better way to do something, but the issue is weather or not you can put your own beliefs 
and biased perspective aside, and consider a different system of organizing for the 
purpose of helping and advising our network.  We do not believe that we have the best 
or only system of organizing, we simply believe that this type of system should always 
be an option, and since no one else is doing it (or at least VERY FEW), we feel it is 
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essential that we give this option to the world.  At anytime, if you think there is a better 
way of redoing everything, you are welcome to create your own network, and we will 
even help you do so.  But when advising our network, our hope is that all advisors are 
aligned with our work as best as possible.

The information provided to you, which is all outlined and described here, is a vast 
incredible amount of information. There are at least 150 pages, and 100+ minutes of 
video, and is only the tip of the iceberg.  It would take you weeks, possibly months to 
read and view it all, and it will take you years to understand it in the larger context of the 
comprehensiveness and integration of the whole vision if you choose to collaborate with 
us.  We are not expecting you to read or view all of this information at this time, or even 
to understand it all.  Our goal in providing you this information is to make sure you have 
access to everything that you would need in order for you to determine weather or not 
you feel that you would be a good fit as an advisor for our network.  We feel the best 
way to do that is simply to give you as much information as possible, in as organized a 
fashion as possible, and then let you decide how much or little you want to dive into it.  
For paid advisors there has to be limited time intervals that you can be paid to review 
this information, and for others we highly recommend NOT to try to get through all of it, 
and only to skim and review the contents and view a few videos at a time. Anytime if 
you have questions, you are always welcome to call Jay for clarification at (831) 
332-2486, skype: a0000d, or email jay@jayslife.net

Sorry for the long intro, but we want to make sure you are committed to our goal of 
finding the right people, and its not up to us to make that determination, its up to you.  
So please be honest, and at anytime you can let us know you would like to re-consider 
your decision to become a top level advisor, even if you still want to be involved in 
advising individual projects or aspects of our network.  So lets get into the details...

First off: OUR SCHEDULE:

UnityNet Introductory Q&A Session open to Public: Every week/ every other week, 
we will have a short 30min-1hour session for anyone in the world to connect and ask 
questions about any aspect of the Unity Network.  You yourself may have more 
questions before you get involved, so this could be good for you.  Currently it looks like 
this may be taking place on Saturdays around 5pm CST. If your interested in being 
informed about upcoming Info Q&A sessions make sure to get on the list: email: 
jay@jayslife.net with your email and phone number as well as your carrier. Or just fill out 
this form:  https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1rgIpK_VT2GroLKzATOih1MtV3h8hzUfv9wAovecPThs/viewform?usp=send_form

Scheduling Vote for Annual Unity Day Event: Our entire annual schedule is based on 
the scheduling for our annual event Unity Day.  You can vote to help schedule this 
annual even at this link:https://docs.google.com/forms/d/
1Xdj60_HHRGmvA1HaDEfTaswdRbDbejDZXfqV6JrEh1A/viewform
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Scheduling Vote for Advising and Work Session: Based on when people feel our 
Unity Day Event should take place, that will slightly narrow our options for our 
scheduling for Advising and Work Sessions.  Right now we are choosing a 1-3 hour time 
slot either on Fridays, Saturdays, or Sundays, although this could change. Note: All of 
our votes for global scheduling uses a 3 global times zones method.   https://
docs.google.com/forms/d/1-EQ1TLeYtFZJYaEeClbwYYy89a4rLFMl-fccz2a0yz4/
viewform?usp=send_form

Moon Clock & Natural Time Meetings: Also the Unity Network will host a series of 
scheduled global meetings in synchronization with the Moon Clock, specifically focused 
on The Comprehensive Plan (TCP) which is the focus of the Unity Network 
Methodology.  Even if we don’t succeed with any of our projects and goals, we can still 
produce and publish TCP, and shut down, and we have still succeeded.  This would be 
at 100% Full Moon, or 0% new Moon, and could increase to other times like 50% half 
moons.  These are open session, but efficient quick meetings, with the goal being the 5 
minute meeting so the maximum number of people can be involved (although it is 
important to be on-time, if not early. At these meetings we will only focus on topics 
based on need, so we will inform you if advising will be a primary topic of discussion.  
The nice thing about Open moon sessions is that we don’t have to schedule, as they 
are already scheduled and based on global moon time. We also do solstice, equinox, 
aphelion and perihelion meetings as well. http://www.onhiatus.com/Moon.shtml  Also 
these will be the meeting where we will eventually expand from just english and include 
other languages, but for now, we will stick with English. Current Schedule (in UTC): 

Personal Advisory Meetings and Support Sessions are currently every other week 
(twice a month), for 30 minutes to 1.5 hours, and for now the day of the week will be on 
a Saturday. The time of day will be decided through online voting, and can change 
overtime.  Once we decide to LAUNCH our core projects and systems, Personal 
Advisory Meetings will take place weekly, most likely on a Tuesday or Wednesday.  
Doing Personal Advising and support may not be for everyone, and is more focused on 
individual leaders within the network and their roles, as well as basic life issues and 
necessities that arise which could limit or prevent their essential contributions to 
supporting and helping the community and evolution of humanity. 

It is completely optional weather someone wants to just be a top level personal advisor 
(twice a month, up to once a week), a top level overall network organizing advisor 
(seasonally, or up to once a month), or a specific project advisor (irregular currently 
unscheduled), or do all of the above (up to three weeks out of the month). Lastly if you 
would just like to sign up to be a member of our Unity Advisory Network, you can advise 
on your own time and schedule.

Internal Advising and Organizational Planning Sessions are currently once per 
season/ once every three months, for 2 to 4 hours, also currently on a Saturday (not 
sure which week of the month yet-TBD).  At these sessions we will be focusing on 
overall internal organization systems of the network, which includes internal prioritizing, 
core systems, internal finances, and much more...  This is one of the most important 
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sessions we need advisors for.  Once we decide to LAUNCH our core projects and 
systems, Internal Advising and Organizational Planning Sessions will take place twice a 
Month.  

External Planning & Programing Sessions will be taking place once a season for 3 to 
5 hours, also currently on a Saturday.  These sessions will NOT include space 
specifically for advising, and advisors are not asked to come, but for advisors who 
specifically want to be involved in a external program of our network, if that program is 
on the agenda, you may want to be involved, so it is good for you to know about these 
sessions.  At times external planning issues will spill over into internal organizing 
sessions, so you will still be able to advise us on our external projects even if you do not 
ever attend external planning sessions.

Lastly on scheduling we will say that you are welcome to sign up, and then at the last 
minute if you can’t come, that is perfectly fine.  Also you can just attend when you are 
available off an on, as long as your advice is of value to our network.  We will stop 
asking you to come otherwise, and it is nothing personal, there is simply limited time 
and money.  So now that you know the basic time commitments and expectations, lets 
get into the details of WHAT our vision and network is all about.

List of Guiding Documents and Videos Available For Your Review and Research:

Introduction to Unity Theory: http://UnityTheory.net

Introduction to the Unity Network:
• Link to text Tutorial: https://wctc.titanpad.com/UNintroTutorial

• Link to short Video: http://youtu.be/ELnxeWZhdCo
• Link to pdf Document: About the Unity Network (16+ pages): 

• http://unitynet.info/docs/AboutUnityNetwork.pdf

The Comprehensive Plan:
• Link to text Tutorial: https://wctc.titanpad.com/IntroComprehensivePlan

•Link to Video: http://youtu.be/u3sSpd2NBks
• Link to 10-15 minute Humanity’s Evolution Video:

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UKmNQnxc0bs
• Links to pdf Documents:

• Introduction to The Comprehensive Plan (6 pages):
•Link: http://unitynet.info/docs/TheComprehensivePlan.pdf 

• The Comprehensive Plan in Full: http://TheComprehensivePlan.com
• 70+Pages

• Humanity’s Evolution (51 pages):
•Link: http://unitynet.info/docs/HumanitiesEvolution.pdf
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Internal Information:
Link to General URA/Unity Network Update
     Text Link: https://wctc.titanpad.com/UNgeneralUpdateNov2014
     Video Link: http://youtu.be/xdw4KkNbWEc

Link to Internal Plan pdf Document (9+ pages):
http://unitynet.info/docs/InternalPlan.pdf

     Text Link for Tutorial: https://wctc.titanpad.com/InternalBackbonePlanTutorial
     Video Link for Tutorial: http://youtu.be/V-HZt_eMNfs

Link to Introduction to URA Structure and MOE’
Text Tutorial: https://wctc.titanpad.com/IntroURAmoeTutorial
Link to 45 minute intro video:  http://youtu.be/Wz_IqXP5fRw
Simplified: coming soon...
In-Depth: coming soon...
Advanced: coming soon...

Link to New Worker Training Set UP (only needed for those getting paid):
Link to text tutorial:

 https://wctc.titanpad.com/IntroductionTutorialNewWorkers
Link to Video (30-45minutes)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wr-WkKVZcUk
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